Summer Camp Descriptions 2018:
Come join us at DTPT to have a great fun summertime!
"Pirates & Mermaids": Ahoy Maties! Grab your Pirate hats and come aboard the Jolly Roger!
In this camp, the children will enjoy the beauty of the seas through the eyes of pirates +
mermaids! What treasures will lurk twenty thousand leagues under the sea that our mermaids
will be able to unearth? What adventures and obstacles that our pirates will face during their
journey? In this camp the children will be making treasures maps, pirates hats, mermaid tails,
beautiful shell hair pins all while listening to ocean waves and dancing to funny pirate songs!
“Blooming a Garden”: Do you have a child that has a green thumb and loves to watch flowers
grow? This camp is perfect for them! They will put on their gardening gloves and plant flowers
in our Nature classroom using different gardening tools. They will also learn about different
types of plants, how plants grow and the components of a plant.
"Gone Camping": We cannot go camping without knowing the essentials needed! In "Gone
Camping", we will be learning about the important tools and supplies needed to camp! They will
be playing in tents with flashlights, fishing using nets and poles, and sitting by a pretend fire
while the teachers read books. After all, who doesn't enjoy a camp story by a cozy fire? Just a
few things the children will be doing are painting with marshmallows, making a camp site map,
and making binoculars!
"Up-cycle Art" This camp is where we want the children to think outside the box. They will be
given items that were intended for a different purpose to make crafts. These crafts could either be
for outdoor or indoor purposes. This is a camp where the children can tap into their creativity
side and let their imagination run wild.
"Concoctions Galore": Children LOVE pretending to cook or make up concoctions! They
enjoy mixing, measuring, spilling all while getting messy! If this sounds like your child, then this
is the perfect camp for them! They will be conducting all sorts of experiments! The children will
be making homemade paint, Trix on Sticks, rainbow jars, and much more!
"A Bug’s Life": If creepy-crawlers fascinate your child, then this camp is for them! They will
learn about the life cycle of bugs, garden helpers, glow-in-the-dark bugs, ants, and other important
buggie friends! The children will go on a bug hunt with magnifying glasses in hopes of catching a

few bugs. Their crafts will revolve around the different types of bugs out there. One day they will
be painting dragonflies made from craft sticks, making caterpillars, and even painting bug fossils!
Who knows - maybe your child is the next Entomologist!
"Outer Space ": Space is a mysterious and memorizing place! The space program and
astronauts have made HUGE advancements in space exploration. But, the one thing Daytime
Playtime has that the space program does not -- is your children! Your child will learn about
planets, constellations, galaxies, and the tools used to study outer space! A few crafts will be
rockets, planets, and the sun while playing in moon dough with astronauts! So, Let's gear up, get
our space suits on and EXPLORE!
"Silly Monster": The word Monster could mean a lot of things to different people. Monsters
could be hairy animals, robots, or even three eyed horn dragons! Some might think of monsters
being big, small, five eyed, or even have three arms! This camp is going to make sure that
everyone is using their creative side! Every day the students will be making a different type of
monster! One day the children will make Sulley from Monsters INC and the next day they will
be making a two-horn, three-eyed dragon from a paper plate! There will be no limitations on
what the children can make!
“Life Under the Sea”: Who doesn't wonder what creatures lurk under the sea? If your child
enjoys going to the beach and learning about sea animals, then this is the camp for them! The
children will learn about ocean animals and plants as well as islands. Every day they will be
making a craft that revolves around the sea, whether it is painting a fish, seashells, or making
sand art! Let's get our wetsuit on and dive into the fun!
“Super Heroes”: Who doesn't love pretending to be a super hero? In this camp the children are
the super heroes! They will be learning about Spiderman, Batman, Captain America, along with
the real heroes! We will be exploring all the different professions in our community that protect
us, such as fire fighters and police officers. Every day the children will make a craft based on the
superhero taught!
"Enchanted Forest": In a land far, far away the children will enter into a realm of castles, fairies,
dwarfs, unicorns, and other mythical creatures that exist! Each child can choose the mood for their
fantasy land -- will it be a place of refuge, a chance at adventure, or a place of threatening danger
and the child will come out as the victor? This is a place that time forgot and DTPT remembers as
our imagination runs where the princesses and knights can’t wait to tell us their stories. We’ll be
on the look-out for trolls and giant ogres as we follow the path that leads us back home!
“Princesses & Knights”: All little girls aspire to be a princess, while all little boys aspire to be
the knight in shining armor! The girls don't only get to dress up in outfits that are decked with
jewels and lace, but they get to make crafts that revolve around being a princess. They will be
making crowns, mirrors, jewelry, etc. The boys will be making shields and swords! Who knows
maybe by the end of the week, the knights will graduate to being Kings!

"DTPT Book Club/Famous Characters": All children enjoy story time! Each day the teacher
will pick one famous author/famous character to talk about. They will be reading a story while
making a craft to represent the character of the day! One day the children will learn about
Cinderella. One example will be the girls will be making Cinderella’s glass slipper, while the
boys will be making a mouse. The children will also play in a sensory bin geared towards the
book of the day!

"Dino Mania": Designed for the aspiring paleontologist with tons of activities, songs, and games
centered on the ancient reptiles they love! They will be able to learn about the creatures that use
to roam our skies, swim in our oceans, and walk on our land! They will be making dinosaur crafts,
learn dinosaurs names, digging for fossils, and even painting a clay dinosaur! This camp is sure to
give your little paleontologist a memorable roaring adventure.
"Back to School Kick-Start": This camp will prepare your child for the new and exciting
experience of kindergarten or preschool. The children will enjoy lots of activities and games to
show them how much fun they will have in school. They also will be exposed to more specific
academics and school routines that will get them ready for the new coming year.

